Totally reliable performance in an easy to use desktop design

Re-engineered to deliver increased paper capacity and expanded functionality in a compact desktop design, the new UF-8200 / 7200 leads the industry with 0.7 seconds (UF-8200) / 1.4 seconds (UF-7200) Quick Scan speeds. Feeding from a single sheet up to 100 sheets, the high-performance ADF mechanism smoothly and reliably transports each document. With versatile scanning and document management functions plus a user-friendly interface and ergonomic design, the UF-8200 / 7200 is much more than a high-performance fax. It is a powerful office solution that enhances productivity.

**QUICK SCAN 0.7 SECONDS**

**ADF 100 SHEET CAPACITY**

**UP TO 300 SHEET RECEIVING PAPER TRAY**

**LARGE PAPER CAPACITY**

**MAX. 1,100 SHEETS WITH OPTIONAL TRAY**

**STANDARDS 550 SHEETS**

**Features**

- Quick Scan: 0.7 seconds (UF-8200) / 1.4 seconds (UF-7200)
- ADF: 100 sheet capacity
- Large paper capacity: up to 300 sheets
- Max. 1,100 sheets with optional tray
- Standard: 550 sheets
- Network Address Book Editor
- Quick Image Navigator

**Specifications**

- Modem Speed: 33.6 kbps - 2.4 kbps with automatic fallback
- Compatibility: ITU-T Group 3, ECM Fax
- Paper Size: Letter/Legal
- Effective Recording Width: 8.15" (207mm)
- Recording Method: Monochrome laser printing on plain paper
- Scanning Resolution: Standard: 203 dots/inch x 98 lines/inch
- Number of Auto Dialers: Standard: 500
- Number of Memory Job Files: 50
- Data Format: Internet Fax: TIFF, PDF
- Data Format: IETF RFC 3965, ITU-T T.37
- Network Scanner Interface: Ethernet 10Base-T/100Base-TX
- Printer Memory: 32MB
- Printing Speed: 19 ppm
- Local Printer Interface: USB 1.1
- Data Capacity: Max.: 12 MB (720 pages) (UF-8200)
- Sleep mode: Approx. 4.5 W
- Power saver mode: Approx. 9.5 W
- Power Consumption: Max.: Less than 1.0 kW
- Power Requirements: AC 120V, 50/60 Hz
- Dimensions: (W x D x H): 17.3" x 17.7" x 14.2" (440mm x 450mm x 360mm)
- Weight: Approx. 32.2 lbs.
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Fax performance you can depend on

If your business depends on its fax machine, your top priorities are reliability and performance. Benefiting from the latest scan speed in its class (0.7 seconds UF-8200 / 1.4 seconds UF-7200), the new UF-8200 / 7200 features a 100-sheet (80g/m²) input tray capacity and an expanded paper tray capacity of 550 sheets (max. 1,100 sheets with optional 550-sheet paper feed module) guaranteed to handle big jobs with minimal disruption.

Fax Modem Protection

The UF-8200 / 7200 features a modem protection system to prevent illegal receiving. It can automatically detect if anyone is illegally receiving on your line. If so, it will stop transmission immediately and send an emergency alert to you via email. This function is set to “off” by default.

Junk Fax Filter

The Junk Fax Filter* 1 can prevent unwanted fax calls. By registering unwanted fax numbers, the Junk Fax Filter*1 prevents your UF-8200 / 7200 from receiving unnecessary fax calls. It features 3 levels of protection:

1) Manual entry of phone numbers twice.
2) Restricted keypad dialing (only speed dial numbers can be used).
3) On-screen phone number or Email address confirmations before sending.

Fax Misdial Prevention

No more sending faxes to the wrong party! Fax Misdial Prevention prevents your UF-8200 / 7200 from sending faxes to the wrong number. It features 3 levels of protection:

1) Manual entry of phone numbers twice.
2) Restricted keypad dialing (only speed dial numbers can be used).
3) On-screen phone number or Email address confirmations before sending.

Dual-Line Fax

Fax performance you can depend on

Network printer/scanner for increased productivity

Multi-functional UF-8200 / 7200s boast reliable fax functions. Network connectivity gives users access to their fax terminal via host or network. UF-7200 printer (up to 500 equivalent x 600 dpi), but they can also take advantage of enhanced fax features like fax-to-E-mail and remote faxing. With its expanded paper tray capacity and impressive high-print performance, the UF-8200 / 7200 is ready to tackle large print jobs efficiently with exceptional quality.

PC Fax & Internet Fax (outgoing faxes)

For reduced users, the UF-8200 / 7200 can connect them into Email addresses and send them in the appropriate Email address. This function significantly reduces wasted paper, time and power, while increasing the confidentiality and utility of sending faxes in your office. With the optional Document Distribution System, the UF-8200 / 7200 can also send TS or sub-addresses and automatically attach reduced faxes to a designated user folder.

Quick Body Fax

Finding a recipient’s number is easy using the Quick Body Fax feature. Enter the first letter of the number in the Easy Body Fax, and then repeatedly press the up/down arrow key until you find the name you are looking for.

Network scanner: The UF-8200 / 7200** boast convenient features supported by the built-in document feeder and the fastest scanning speed in its class. With Scan to PC, FTP server or Scan to Email, you are equipped to maximize the power of information flow. In addition to a paperless environment, making information sharing simple and easy.

Security features for your peace of mind

Security in the office environment is becoming more end user critical. The UF-8200 / 7200 offers many security features so your documents workflow is protected from unwanted information leaks.

User Authentication and Job Tracking

By utilizing the same user names and passwords registered in your Windows Active Directory or your own database, the UF-8200 / 7200 allows the users to authenticate themselves at the control panel. Your print job is executed only when you access your mailbox at the console or by entering a user password in the case of a Secure Mailbox print. Upon confidential data. Your print job is executed only when you access your mailbox at the console or by entering a user password in the case of a Secure Mailbox print.

Maintenance Support Features

Keep your work flowing with maintenance support features like Check & Call for automatic reporting of low toner status and mechanical problems along with the Remote Diagnostic System for fast troubleshooting by technicians via the telephone or Internet.
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3) On-screen phone number or Email address confirmations before sending.
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